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The magnetic vacuum topology reconstruction using the magnetic measurements is essential in controlling and understanding plasmas

produced by fusion machines. In a wide range of the cases, the instruments to approach the problem have been designed for a specific

machine and to solve a specific plasma model. 

Recently a new approach has been used by developing new magnetic software called Felix. The adopted solution in the design allows

the use of the software not only at JET but also at different machines by simply changing a configuration file. A database describing the

tokamak in the magnetic point of view is used to provide different vacuum magnetic models (polynomial, moments, filamentary) that

can be solved by Felix without any recompiling or testing.

In order to reduce the analysis and debugging time the software has been designed with modularity and platform independence in mind.

That results in a large portability and in particular it allows use of the same code both offline and in real-time.

One of the main aspects of the tool is its capability to solve different plasma models of current distribution by changing its

configuration file. In order to improve the plasma magnetic reconstruction in real time a set of models has been run using Felix. An

improved polynomial based model compared with the one presently used and two models using current filaments have been tested and

compared.

The new system has also been improved the calculation of plasma magnetic parameters. Double null configurations smooth transitions,

more accurate gap and strike-point calculations, detailed boundary reconstruction are now systematically available. 

Felix is presently running at JET in different real-time analysis and control systems that need vacuum magnetic topology such as

control of the plasma shape, the wall protection system [1], the magnetic parameters calculation system and the q-profile reconstruction

algorithm.

In this paper a description of the design solution adopted in Felix will be presented. A description of the implemented models and a

comparison of the obtained results will also be reported. 

This work was performed under the European Fusion Development Agreement as part of an Enhancement project and was partly

funded by Euratom and by UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.

[1] F.Piccolo et al.’Upgrade of the protection system for the first wall at JET in the ITER Be and W tiles prespective’ this conference.
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